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Complete the sentences by using the correct possessive form of the noun.

( 1 ) By the end of the experiment, the

fungi

smell was unbearable.

( 2 ) Be careful, the
knife

edge is very

sharp.

( 3 ) The lawyer proved that his
client

rights were violated.

( 4 ) The
club

budget is posted on the

web.

Choose the possessive noun that should fill the blank.

( 5 ) The budgets are posted on

the web. (clubs)

clubsa.

clubs'sb.

club'sc.

clubs'd.

( 6 ) By the end of the experiment, the

smell was unbearable. (fungi)

fungi'sa.

fungis'b.

fungisc.

fungis'sd.

( 7 ) Jordan stopped when he noticed the

glimmer at the bottom of the

pond. (penny)

pennysa.

penny'sb.

pennys'sc.

pennys'd.

( 8 ) She found last phone bill in

the drawer. (month)

months'a.

month'sb.

monthsc.

months'sd.

Rewrite each sentence to use a possessive noun.

( 9 ) The budgets of the clubs is posted on the web.

(10) Be careful, the edges of the knives are very sharp.

(11) The leaders from all of the nations were present at the summit.

fungi's
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knife's

client's

club's

clubs'

fungi's

penny's

month's

The clubs' budgets are posted on the web.

Be careful, the knives' edges are very sharp.

All of the nations' leaders were present at the summit.

fungi's


